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EFFECTIVE
AUGUST 1ST, 2020

Our   Compensation Plan will help you learn about 

our bonuses and how you can achieve them. It's a great tool for you to use 
on your path to success and financial freedom! 

a p l g o . u s
# a p l g o

The international company known as APLGO is best known for its 
innovative health and beauty products. Through a network of customers 
who enroll as Associates, the company has created a growing marketing 
network that is constantly increasing with new, global customers. To 
reward Associates for promoting products and building their 
businesses, APLGO offers its Associates monetary and rewards-based 
compensation.

your financial goals. If income projections were presented to you prior to your enrollment, such projections are 

APLGO US Compensation Plan. These income projections should not be considered as guarantees or 
projections of your actual earnings or profits. Plain and simple -- success with APLGO US only arises out of 

hard work, dedication, and exceptional leadership. 

INCOME DISCLOSURE

 

APLGO US Compensation Plan and we’re confident it will provide you a solid foundation to help you achieve 

not necessarily representative of the income, if any, that you can or will earn through your participation in the  

USA & Canada

APLGO Prime Hybrid9



TYPES OF CUSTOMERS

A Customer is a client who has an opportunity to experience our unique APLGO products 
and see their incredible results. He or she can also enjoy a 10% discount on orders if they 
enter the ID number of the APLGO customer or Associate who introduced them to our 
products.

A Preferred Customer is a regular customer who can benefit from their love of APLGO 
products with a significant discount. They order our products monthly through Autoship 
and experience amazing results with them!

Once you have tried our products, felt the results from using them, and can't imagine 
your daily routine without them, you may want to consider becoming an APLGO Prime 
Customer. This option provides you with an exclusive opportunity to buy our best 
products at (attention!) wholesale prices! And, you'll occasionally have the chance to 
purchase products at below wholesale prices through additional special offers and 
promotions! 

A Prime Customer membership is $25, paid every six months. However, if a Prime 
Customer places consistent orders during those 6 months, they do not have to pay 
this fee.

.

people. You feel the difference with the product and want everyone to hear about it! 
And, by doing so, you have a chance to earn commission from your personal sales!

TYPES 
OF CUSTOMERS

Customer Free No

No

No

Yes

0%-10% off 
the retail price

0%-20% off 
the retail price

Wholesale 

Wholesale 

Free

$25

From $25

Preferred Customer 

Prime Customer

APLGO Associate

ENROLLEMENT 
FEE

BONUSESDISCOUNTS

01
02

03

04
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CHOOSE YOUR WAY

, you are our friend and business team  When you're an APLGO Associate member
  It's hard for you to just enjoy our product and not share it with other 



 

 

 

 

 
 

Let's have a look what they mean.

The APLGO price setting system is loved and appreciated by APLGO Associates worldwide. 

  

.

 

The APLGO price setting system is loved and appreciated by APLGO Associates worldwide. 

 

Group Volume is the point volume (PV) that is accumulated in the Group Hybrid 9 tree. Group Volume only.

Group Bonus - comes from the lesser leg of the Hybrid9 Group structure which begins with two legs, This Bonus us
based on the GoStatus achieved.

GoStatus upgrade means cliicking  the upgrade button and agreeing to the terms and conditions then applying.
customer and personal first orders and reorder volumes towards the GoStatuses to obtain the benefits.

Extra Activity means a personal order(s) after an Associate has generated the required minimum personal activity.
This does not count towards upgrading GoStatus. All Reorder and Extra Activity is found in the Unilevel.

Enrollment status refers to your highest GoStatus achieved that is taken into account when bonuses are
calculated. 

business. (An Enroller is also called a Sponsor)
Enroller is the person who signs up a Prime Customer Member or a Distributor who wants to build an APLGO

Business Center is a "for profit" entity set up by and owned by an APLGO business Associate.

Bonus means compensation paid for individual and group product purchases.

Activity  refers to the Associate's personal product order, which does not count when upgrading GoStatus.  

comes from First orders and Upgrade orders in increments that follow the GoStatus program of  

100-200-400-600-1800 & 3000.

Unilevel.  Lifetime Statuses are when you have achieved a GoStatus.  

Lifetime Ranks  is the highest Rank you were last paid at in the lesser leg of the Group Hybrid9 tree and the  

PE - Personal Enrollment of a customer or business Associate member

minimum personal activity is calculated.
PV - Point Volume means point volume, which is used when the Associate's compensation, qualification, or  

$ Symbol  refers to the company's payments based on the US dollar.

Euro countries except The United States, where USD is used.

Qualification means a special rank assigned when your organization generations a particular sales volume each
month. As you proceed to higher qualifications, you will have new opportunities to generate income.

The sale of the product to Customers and Associates in most countries of the company's official presence
is made in local currency.

Euro (EUR) is used as the base currency for calculating and displaying compensations on the BackOffice
balance. This is valid for all countries except the United States, where USD  is used.

Based on Currency  

TERMS

PRICE SETTING
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Activation means enrollment into the company through buying a $25 memership. A Prime Customer can become an
Associate (without additional fees) if he or she changes their customer type information in their Back Office settings.



 

 

 

Purchases that count 
as your status upgrade

21
Price in $ is the same in all countries. 
PV volume may vary depending on the 
country. Find out more at the BackOffice 
online store display 

Price in $ is the same in all countries. PV 
quantity is counted as 40% of the price 
paid in $. 

Let's have a look at the following example of how international purchases are calculated 
to derive commissions in compliance with the Compensation Plan. 

1. Purchases that count as your personal activity

You want to purchase GRW and get the product in the USA. 
Wholesale price for GRW is $25
After the purchase, you will get 20 PV. 
Inner rate for $1 in the USA during the week of purchase is USD 0.85 (for example). 
This means that GRW = $25 * USD 0.85 = USD 21.25
PV will be calculated as USD for the following calculations for this purchase, 20 PV * USD 0.85 = 17 PV (USD).

Another example. Again, you purchase GRW, but this time you want to receive it in Germany. 
Wholesale price is $25. 
After the purchase, you will get 20 PV. 
Inner rate for $1 in Germany during the week of purchase is 1 (for example). 
This means that GRW = $25 * USD 1 = USD 25.
PV will be calculated as USD for the following calculations for this purchase, 20 PV * 1 = 20 PV (USD).

2. Purchases that count as your GO Status upgrade

You want to purchase GRW and get the product in the USA. 
Wholesale price for GRW is $25
After the purchase, you will get 10 PV. 
Inner rate for $1 in the USA during the week of purchase is USD 0.85 (for example). 
This means that GRW = $25 * USD 0.85 = USD 21.25
PV will be calculated as USD for the following calculations for this purchase, 10 PV * 0.85 = 8.5 PV (USD).

Another example. Again, you purchase GRW, but this time you want to receive it in Germany. 
Wholesale price is $25. 
After the purchase, you will get 10 PV. 
Inner rate for $1 in Germany during the week of purchase is 1 (for example). 
This means that GRW = $25 * USD 1 = USD 25
PV will be calculated as USD for the following calculation for this purchase  10 PV * 1 = 10 PV (USD)

For internal calculations, $ is used. The internal exchange rate of USD $1 into Euro may fluctuate 

local currency does not change.

Bonuses are calculated partly from the value of the purchased products and partly from PV points. The
number of PV points may vary depending on the product you order. Learn more in the BackOffice 
online store.

Purchases that count 
as your personal activity

 
 

 
 

The cost of products and PV value may vary depending on the country where the products are sipped.
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Depending on the dynamics of the exchange rate of the local currency against the Euro. Product cost in



You can register additional IDs for yourself IF: 

    It's been less than 12 month since activation;
    The ID does not have any personally enrolled info attached to it;
    
    You're transferring an ID for someone who has not been registered earlier; 
    The ID has not yet been re-registered.

START YOUR OWN WAY! 

       $100                          PROMOTER 

       $200 ASSOCIATE

       $400 BUILDER

       $600 MENTOR

      $1800     VIP*

      $3000 DIAMOND**

Please note: that by paying the $25 fee and enrolling as an 

free), you will have the  opportunity to get customer and start 

in two ways: 

1) Using commissions that he or she gets from purchases
from Customers, Preferred Customers, and Prime
Customers (customer bonus);

2) Generating personal orders and using them for 
upgrades.

Attention: The PV volume generated from your personal purchases (and that counts as 
upgrades) goes to upline  sales volume. That volume will be calculated as $1*40%. 

PLEASE NOTE: that Customer bonuses can be saved up and used as soon as you have the full amount 
needed for your first or status upgrade. But personal purchases that count as a 
upgrade cannot be saved up. This means that if you want to use them for a  

upgrade, then you'll have to make an order that equals (or is more than) the amount you need. 

Please note: that 
your main ID cannot 
be re-registered.

* $1,800 VIP status:

qualify ahead of schedule. The VIP status 
Director and higher to open up to 7 additional pay legs.

** $3,000 Diamond status:
Activation of DIAMOND 
Director qualification and open a third pay leg as soon as they enroll into the company. These Associates also 
get +10% from 6 levels as Unilevel Bonus. When upgrading the 
to such Associates starting from the 1st of the next month.

Special benefits of Diamond 

+10% from 6 levels as Unilevel bonus;
The Matching group bonus will always be counted from at least 5 levels, regardless of real qualifications.
If the real qualification is higher than the Managing Director, then the level depth increases;

 
The opportunity to pay activity based on actual qualification. To determine the activity amount, the Managing
Director qualification 
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ENROLLMENT 

Go Status: Your Status qualification ( Members have 90  

days to achieve Diamond Go-Status) Qualifying Rank:  

The rank at which you are currently qualified for.

bonuses (you will get the $0 Go Status)

GO STATUS

group

GoStatus

A SR Associate can upgade an enrollment Go Status.  

Associate (or upgrading from Prime Customer to SR Associate for

GoStatus

The Prime Hybrid9 plan allows for additionallDs.

You only have onelane (leg) of business launched. 

If a person enrolls into the company or upgrades their GO Status to $1,800 within 30 calendar days after activation, the SR Associate can
benefitsDirectorfor

GoStatus

GoStatus

GoStatus
GoStatus Purchase or a

allows the SR Associate who has achieved the benefits of a Managing

GOStatus or upgrading up to $3,000 GOStatus,
benefits  ahead of schedule  

regardless of time period, allows Associates to get the Managing

GoStatus to $3,000 +10%  from 6 levels the Unilevel Bonus will be transferred.

GoStatus

benefits that have been awarded will not be considered in calculations.

Diamond Director qualification pin;

SR



WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT LEGS

EXTEND YOUR BUSINESS!

As a rule, after activation (and enrollment 

Associates get two legs in the 

Please note: 
that you cannot open more than one leg a month. 

Achieve an enrollment 
 of $1,800 

or higher.

Generate a sales volume that gives you Managing 
Director qualification  OR purchase products 
equal to $3,000 within one month. 2

6

benefits

GoStatus does not make any difference), the  
Group Hybrid9  

tree. 

GoStatus

TO OPEN AN ADDITIONAL LEG, YOU CAN DO THE FOLLOWING:

ONE ASSOCIATE CAN HAVE

 

A MAXIMUM OF 9 LEGS.



*Monthly activity must be equal to:
(lower than Managing Director) current qualification
(Managing Director and higher) maximum achieved qualification.
*** For those who confirmed qualification or achieved it during this month for the first time.
****Starting from National Director and higher, an Associate will have to sign a special agreement with the company.

START 
QUALIFICATIONS

EXTRA 
QUALIFICATIONS

 
QUALIFICATIONS

Manager

Managing Director

National Director

250

5 000

50 000

2 Directors

2 Corporate directors

4 Managing directors

4 Corporate directors

6 Corporate directors

40 PV

100 PV

200 PV

40 PV

140 PV

250 PV

300 PV

60 PV

80 PV

500

12 500

75 000

100 000

1250

2500

Senior Manager

Corporate Director

International Director

Director

Senior Director

PV GENERATED 
IN SMALLER LEGS 

DURING THE MONTH

PV GENERATED 
IN SMALLER LEGS 

DURING THE MONTH

PV GENERATED 
IN SMALLER LEGS 

DURING THE MONTH

NECESSARY 
ACTIVITY* 

NECESSARY 
ACTIVITY*

NECESSARY 
ACTIVITY*

NUMBER OF QUALIFIED 
ASSOCIATES (PERSONALLY 

ENROLLED) DURING 
THE MONTH ***

NUMBER OF QUALIFIED 
ASSOCIATES (PERSONALLY 

ENROLLED) DURING 
THE MONTH ***

–

–

–

–

–

(GROUP  ORDERS WITHIN AN 
ORGANIZATION THAT COUNT FOR 

  

A qualification will not be 
assigned if minimum 
personal activity and leg 
activity are not generated. 
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UPGRADES)

 

The Hybrid9 Group Tree includes only First orders and Upgrade reorders for the 1st 90 days. After 

90 days you can still qualify through only customer purchases. Lesser leg(s) volume qualify.

TREE:
GOSTATUS.

PRIME HYBRID9

QUALIFICATION?GROUP  

Premier Director

PREMIER



*Monthly activity must be equal to:
(lower than Managing Director current qualification
(Managing Director and higher maximum achieved qualification.
**The Volume is calculated from purchases made to qualify for the monthly minimum activity. This activity volume
doesn't  count towards personal 
*** For those who confirmed a qualification or achieved it during this month for the first time.

START 
QUALIFICATIONS

EXTRA 
QUALIFICATIONS

 
QUALIFICATIONS

Manager

Managing director

National director

1 500

30 000

150 000

2 Directors

2 Corporate directors

4 Managing directors

4 Corporate directors

6 Corporate directors

40 PV

100 PV

200 PV

40 PV

140 PV

250 PV

300 PV

60 PV

80 PV

3 000

75 000

225 000

300 000

7 500

15 000

Senior Manager

Corporate director

International director

Director

Senior Director

PV VOLUME GENERATED 
IN ORGANIZATION 

PV VOLUME GENERATED 
IN ORGANIZATION

PV VOLUME GENERATED 
IN ORGANIZATION

NECESSARY 
ACTIVITY *

NECESSARY 
ACTIVITY *

NECESSARY 
ACTIVITY *

NUMBER OF QUALIFIED 
ASSOCIATES (PERSONALLY 

ENROLLED) DURING 
THE MONTH ***

NUMBER OF QUALIFIED 
ASSOCIATES (PERSONALLY 

ENROLLED) DURING 
THE MONTH ***

–

–

–

–

–

 

A qualification will not be 
assigned if minimum 
personal activity and leg 
activity is not generated.
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PRIME HYBRID9
UNILEVEL QUALIFICATION?

AN ORGANIZATION UP TO 6 LEVELS

Personal reorder activity shows up in the Unilevel Tree for each Member

PREMIER

Premier director

UNILEVEL WAY: PURCHASES WITHIN

Go Status upgrades or towards personal rank advancement in the unilevel structure.



LUXURY 
QUALIFICATIONS

LUXURY 
QUALIFICATIONS

LUXURY 
QUALIFICATIONS

LUXURY 
QUALIFICATIONS

LUXURY 
QUALIFICATIONS

Ambassador

Gold 
Ambassador

Diamond 
Ambassador

Platinum 
Ambassador

Crown 
Ambassador

500 000

1 000 000

2 000 000

1 500 000

500,000 PV 
in each 9 legs

2 National directors

1 Premier directors

3 Premier directors

2 Premier directors

5 Ambassadors

300 PV

300 PV

300 PV

300 PV

300 PV

PV VOLUME GENERATED 
BY THE ORGANIZATION

PV VOLUME GENERATED 
BY THE ORGANIZATION

PV VOLUME GENERATED 
BY THE ORGANIZATION

PV VOLUME GENERATED 
BY THE ORGANIZATION

PV VOLUME GENERATED 
BY THE ORGANIZATION

NECESSARY 
ACTIVITY*

NECESSARY 
ACTIVITY*

NECESSARY 
ACTIVITY*

NECESSARY 
ACTIVITY*

NECESSARY 
ACTIVITY*

NUMBER OF QUALIFIED ASSOCIATES 
(PERSONALLY ENROLLED) DURING THE MONTH***

NUMBER OF QUALIFIED ASSOCIATES 
(PERSONALLY ENROLLED) DURING THE MONTH***

NUMBER OF QUALIFIED ASSOCIATES 
(PERSONALLY ENROLLED) DURING THE MONTH***

NUMBER OF QUALIFIED ASSOCIATES 
(PERSONALLY ENROLLED) DURING THE MONTH***

NUMBER OF QUALIFIED ASSOCIATES 
(PERSONALLY ENROLLED) DURING THE MONTH***

Leaders who achieve this qualification for the first time earn a  

After this Qualification is achieved, the Associate earns free admission to all APLGO events for the next 12 months.

admission to all APLGO events during the next 12 months.

 

organization). When this qualification is achieved, the Leader earns free flights, accommodation, and admission to all APLGO 
events for the next 12 months.

flights, accommodation, and admission to all APLGO events for the next 12 months.

approximately $200,000 (which is calculated in compliance with average exchange rates within the organization). When 
this qualification is achieved, the Leader earns free flights, accommodation, and admission to all APLGO events for the next 12 
months.
**Monthly activity must be equal to: 
(lower than Managing Director) current qualification
(Managing Director and higher) maximum achieved qualification. 
**The Volume is calculated from purchases made to qualify for the monthly minimum activity. This activity volume doesn't count towards personal 
towards personal rank advancement in the unilevel structure.
*** For those who confirmed qualification or achieved it during this month for the first time.
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The company also rewards them with an apartment in the country you reside in, or a one-time bonus equal to

PRIME HYBRID 9  

AMBASSADOR QUALIFIED
if minimum personal activity and leg 

activity are not generated.

A qualification will not be assigned 

(GROUP + UNILEVEL WAY)

Gold Ambasador pin and a trip to Europe for two.

Leaders who achieve this qualification for the first time earn a Gold Ambassador pin with two diamonds, a VIP-
club ring, and an exclusive Swiss wristwatch. When this Qualification is achieved, the Leader earns free

Leaders who achieve this qualification for the first time earn a Gold Ambassador pin with three diamonds, a wrist bracelet
bracelet or earrings with diamonds, and  $100,000 (which is calculated in compliance with average exchange rates within the 

Leaders who achieve this qualification for the first time earn a Gold Ambassador pin with five diamonds.  

****Starting from National Director and higher, an Associate will have to sign a special agreement with the company.

GoStatus upgrades or  

to any country in the world for two, and a VIP-club ring. Once this Qualification is achieved, the Leader earns free
Leaders who achieve this qualification for the first time earn a Gold Ambassador pin with one diamond, a trip  



 

 

TYPES OF BONUSES
The best part of our Compensation plan.

1 2 3 4Start

Sales volume bonus 
Customer bonus 
Reorder Bonus* 

Main

Group bonus
Matching Group bonus
Unilevel Bonus

Special

Lifestyle bonus
Activity bonus
Infinity bonus
Entertainment bonus
Manager bonus

Luxury

Travels

BONUS
GO STATUS NO

GO STATUS
100 400 600 1800 3000200

Group bonus

Infinity bonus

Unilevel Bonus

Manager bonus

Matching Group 
bonus

Entertainment 
bonus

Lifestyle bonus

Activity bonus

Luxury bonuses

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

YesNo

No

No

No

No

No No No No No

No No No No No

No No No No No

No No No No No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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ExtraCash Rewards

Real estate
Jewelry  

First Order bonus

INCOME DISCLOSURE If income projections and / or rewards were presented to you prior to your enrollment, such projections 

are not necessarily representative of the income, if any, that you can or will earn through your participation in the APLGO US 

Compensation Plan. These income projections should not be considered as guarantees or projections of your actual earnings or 

profits. The Company makes no guarantee of income. It is possible that you will earn no income. Plain and simple -- success with 

APLGO US only arises out of hard work, dedication, and exceptional leadership. 

Reorder Bonus*

Sales volume bonus

Customer bonus

First order bonus



Generating minimum personal activity within the first report period of the month.

The volume of minimum personal activity depends on the Associate's qualification for the 
previous month or on their maximum achieved qualification. 

The total amount of personal minimum activity can become larger or smaller. If an Associate 

qualification. 

 
one time within a 6-month period) have the option to lower the minimum activity 
depending on their actual qualification for the previous month. For example: If you have a 
minimum requirement of $100 per month and your Rank drops to a lower rank, then your 
minimum requirement could drop, as well. So, you would pay the lower amount according to 
your previous month's qualification.

PLEASE NOTE: that if you did not have a chance to meet these requirements within the 1st 
report period of the month, you can still make up for the deficit by generating additional 
personal activity within the following periods. Thus, the requirement of personal activity can 
be fulfilled for the entire month once an Associate's total activity level exceeds the total 
activity level required for the overall month.

Personally enrolled Associates generate minimum activity equal to 40 PV in total in each 
pay leg within the first report period of the month. 

PLEASE NOTE: this activity in a leg can be replaced by enrolling a new Associate into this leg if 
this requirement is not fulfilled for this leg. Thus, the requirement will be deemed fulfilled for 
the weekly period when Associate activation took place in the following weekly periods up to the 

BONUS TRANSFER AND PAYMENTS

WHAT CAN I DO TO GET BONUSES?

APLGO divides one calendar month into 4 reporting periods.

To get all bonuses (except Start bonuses), you must meet two 
additional minimum requirements. 

I period:   days 1 - 7 of each month;
II period:  days 8 - 14 of each month;
III period: days 15 - 21 of each month; 
IV period: days 22–30 (31) of each month.

1. Start bonuses are paid daily.
2. Main bonuses are paid weekly after report period is over.
3. Special bonuses are paid monthly after the 4th report

period is over.

1

2
11

reaches the "paid as " rank qualification of Managing Director or higher, their total  amount
total amount of minimum personal activity will depend on their maximum achieved qualification.

Associates who have reached the paid qualification of either Managing Director or  

Corporate Director and who did not re-qualify for their rank the next month (or at least

also replace the above-mentioned requirement.
end of the month. GoStatus upgrades of personally enrolled Associates in such a leg can



CUSTOMER BONUS

The company provides each Associate with a personal online shop for free. Each purchase made by 
your customer (he or she must indicate your ID while ordering), gives you 30% of the purchase value. 
The rest of the purchase (purchase-30%) becomes PV and is counted as either activity generated 

BackOffice.  
      You do not have to fulfill any other special terms to get this bonus. 
      This is a daily bonus. 
      The bonus is calculated from PV.

12

for GoStatus upgrades or as personal activity–depending on what settings you chose in your



LET'S HAVE A LOOK AT THIS EXAMPLE:

Your personally enrolled Associate, who did not previously have a 
purchase count for a upgrade. He or she is going to receive the product in the USA (the exchange rate for the 
USA is $1 = USD 0.685). 

$400 * 15% = $60 * USD 0.85 = USD 51 is your start bonus. 

rate for Germany is $1 = USD 1).

$1,800 - $400 = $1,400 * 17.5% = $245 * USD 1 = USD 245 is your start bonus.

Russia 
(exchange rate for Russia is $1 = USD 0.7).

$3,000 - $1,800 = $1,200 * 17.5% = $210 * USD 0.7 =  USD 147 is your start bonus.

START BONUS

$100  
PROMOTER

$600  
MENTOR

$200  

$1800  
VIP

$400  
BUILDER

$3000 
DIAMOND

If a personally enrolled Associate purchases $100 worth of product, this bonus will 
provide $10 of commissions (10%).

If a personally enrolled Associate purchases product for $200, you will get $20 of 
commissions (10%) from this activation purchase.

If a personally enrolled Associate purchases product for $400, you will get $60 of 
commissions (15%) from this activation purchase.

If a personally enrolled Associate purchases product for $600, you will get $105 of 
commissions (17.5%) from this activation purchase.

If a personally enrolled Associate purchases product for $1,800 (VIP-

status), you will get $360 of commissions (20%) from this activation 

purchase.

If a personally enrolled Associate purchases product for $3,000 (DIAMOND 

status), you will get $600 of commissions (20%) from this activation 

purchase.

PLEASE NOTE: 
1) A % of Start bonus is calculated based on the total paid by your personally enrolled contact;
2) A % is paid on the total 
total difference between the last status achieved and the next status achieved. The % is not paid for totals more than
the “difference amount” purchased.
Example: If you had 600 
applying for the 600 and also get that same 17.5% for the 1,200. But, if you purchased it all at one time at $1,800, then you
would get 20%.
     You do not have to fulfill any other special terms to get this bonus. 
     This is a daily bonus. 
     Bonus is calculated from $.
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SR ASSOCIATE

GOSTATUS

GO STATUS

GO STATUS  

GO STATUS

GO STATUS

GO STATUS

Go Status value achieved through customer purchases, a personal first purchase, and for the

Go Status and you purchased a separate order of $1,200, and then you would get the 17.5%

Go Status, gets product for $400 and makes this

In a month, this Associate (who is at a $400 Go Status decides to upgrade their Go Status up to $1,800 and gets product for
$1,400, making this purchase count for a Go Status upgrade.  He or she is going to receive  this order in Germany (exchange

After a while, the same Associate (who is now at a $1,800 Go Status) decides to upgrade their Go Status up to $3,000 and
gets product for $1,250, making this purchase count for a Go Status upgrade.  He or she is going to receive this oder in Russia.



- Generate personal minimum activity within the first report period;
- Make sure your personally enrolled Associates generate a minimum of 40 PV activity in total in each leg within the
first reporting period.

     This bonus is weekly. 
     The bonus calculated from PV.

Example of bonus calculations (effective December 1st, 2016): 

Let's imagine your enrollment status is at $1,800. 

in the USA (exchange rate for $1 in the USA is USD 0.85). 
In leg 2, your Associate makes a purchase of products 
delivered in Germany (exchange rate for $1 in Germany is USD 1).

$600 * 40% = 240 PV * USD 0.65 = 156 PV ($) in leg 1. 
$400 * 40% = 160 PV * USD 1 = 160 PV ($) in leg2. 
156 PV ($) is smaller than 160 PV ($), so leg 1 is smaller. Then we calculate the % that you earn on the basis of your 

156 PV ($) * 30% = USD 46.8 which is your group bonus.

GROUP BONUS

STATUS

$100 10 %

15 %

20 %

25 %

30 %

30 %

$200

$400

$600

$1800

$3000

% The Group bonus gives you commissions of 10%, 15%, 20%, 
25%, and 30% from group volume that is generated each 
period in your organization in smaller pay legs. Group 
volume means PV volume from all purchases that are 
done to upgrade the  in your 
organization. This volume is counted like this: $1 * 40%. 
Maximum value of this bonus from smaller leg is $10,000 
a week. This means $40,000 a month. 
The  value depends on your 

PLEASE NOTE:
1.  If all requirements for getting this bonus are met, you'll get the bonus. After this, the volume in smaller leg(s) will be diminished, as well as
volume in bigger legs.
2. If all requirements for getting this bonus are not met, you will not get the bonus. The volume in both smaller and bigger legs will not be
diminished.
3. If total volume in the bigger leg is less than the total volume in smaller leg(s), the % of group bonus will be calculated in the following
manner: Let's imagine we have the following numbers after periods are terminated:

Round 1:  Volume from the biggest leg (leg 1: USD 10,000) minus volume from the smaller leg(s) (leg 2: USD 8,000) equals to USD 2,000, which is 
carryover from leg 1. 
Round 2: Let's take the carryover from leg 1.  It's USD 2,000. Leg 2 now equals 0, and leg 3 has USD 5,000 of volume. Leg 3 is now bigger than leg 1. 
This means now we are going to calculate leg 3 as the bigger leg. 
Then we have the volume of leg 3 (USD 5,000) minus the carryover of leg 1 (USD 2,000). This equals USD 3,000, which is the carryover of leg 3 
going to the next period. 
Rounds will repeat as long as there is just one leg with volume left OR until you reach a maximum of $10,000 as bonus from one leg.

WHAT CAN I DO TO GET BONUSES?
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WHAT CAN I DO TO GET THE BONUS? 
- Generate personal minimum activity within the first report period;
- Make sure your personally enrolled Associates generate a minimum of 40 PV activity

in total in each leg within the first reporting period.

Example of bonus calculations:
Your personally enrolled Associates earned a group bonus equal to USD 100 for the first period. A personally 
enrolled Associate of your personally enrolled Associate (so, it's your Associate from 2nd level) earned USD 200 of 
group bonus for the same period. 
Your qualification for the previous month is Director. 
This means, that USD 100 * 20% = USD 20 is your Matching Group bonus from your personally enrolled Associate.
And, USD 200 * 10% = USD 20 is your Matching group bonus from your personally enrolled Associate from the 2nd 
level. Your total Matching group bonus is USD 40. 

MATCHING GROUP BONUS
This bonus is calculated from the Group bonus (GB) of your personally enrolled (PE) 
Associates on the basis of the qualification you confirmed last month. 

QUALIFICATION

LEVEL
1 2 4 5 6 73

Manager
20% of 

GB of PE

20% of 
GB of PE

10% of 
GB of PE

10% of 
GB of PE

5% of 
GB of PE

5% of 
GB of PE

5% of 
GB of PE

5% of 
GB of PE

5% of 
GB of PE

5% of 
GB of PE

5% of 
GB of PE

5% of 
GB of PE

5% of 
GB of PE

3% of 
GB of PE

3% of 
GB of PE

2% of 
GB of PE

2% of 
GB of PE

2% of 
GB of PE

2% of 
GB of PE

2% of 
GB of PE

2% of 
GB of PE

2% of 
GB of PE

3% of 
GB of PE

3% of 
GB of PE

3% of 
GB of PE

3% of 
GB of PE

3% of 
GB of PE

3% of 
GB of PE

5% of 
GB of PE

5% of 
GB of PE

5% of 
GB of PE

5% of 
GB of PE

5% of 
GB of PE

5% of 
GB of PE

5% of 
GB of PE

5% of 
GB of PE

5% of 
GB of PE

5% of 
GB of PE

5% of 
GB of PE

5% of 
GB of PE

5% of 
GB of PE

5% of 
GB of PE

5% of 
GB of PE

5% of 
GB of PE

5% of 
GB of PE

5% of 
GB of PE

5% of 
GB of PE

5% of 
GB of PE

5% of 
GB of PE

10% of 
GB of PE

10% of 
GB of PE

10% of 
GB of PE

10% of 
GB of PE

10% of 
GB of PE

10% of 
GB of PE

10% of 
GB of PE

10% of 
GB of PE

10% of 
GB of PE

10% of 
GB of PE

20% of 
GB of PE

20% of 
GB of PE

20% of 
GB of PE

20% of 
GB of PE

20% of 
GB of PE

20% of 
GB of PE

20% of 
GB of PE

20% of 
GB of PE

20% of 
GB of PE

20% of 
GB of PE

20% of 
GB of PE

Managing director

Director

National director

Platinum ambassador

Senior manager

Corporate director

Gold ambassador

Senior director

Diamond ambassador

This bonus 
is weekly. 
The bonus 
calculated from PV.
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Premier director

International director

National director

Ambassador



WHAT CAN I DO TO GET THE BONUS? 

- Generate personal minimum activity within the first report period;
- Make sure your personally enrolled Associates generate a minimum of 40 PV activity in total in each leg
within the first reporting period.

      This bonus is weekly. 
      The bonus calculated from PV.

UNILEVEL BONUS
This bonus is calculated from the total PV volume of all 
activities, which are not generated to upgrade 

level
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GoStatus of your whole organization.  



ACTIVITY BONUS
If you generate personal activity equal to (or more than) 40 PV and ensure that the total activity of your 
personally enrolled Associates is not less than 40 PV in each open leg within 12 months consecutively, then you 
will get an additional Loyalty Bonus of $10 for the next 12 months consecutively. 

LIFESTYLE BONUS
You can receive 5% of the average group bonus check (max $300 per month) each month for the next 12 
months on your account if:
- You generate personal activity equal to (or higher than) 40 PV each month;
-You have personally enrolled Associates with monthly activity of at least 40 PV or more in each open leg.

This generated bonus will be paid out in 12 equal portions over the next year.

ENTERTAINMENT BONUS 
This is monthly compensation paid to National Directors (USD 1,000), International directors (USD 2,000), and 
Premier Directors (USD 3,000). 

The bonus is paid IF one of these qualifications is confirmed for the current month. 
When you achieve the rank of Ambassador or higher and you meet the requirements for the above-
mentioned qualifications, you still get the bonus. 

MANAGER BONUS
For more details, check the special agreement in Documents, BackOffice. 

INFINITY BONUS  
5% of total volume of your organization, which is generated to make activity, is divided between National 
Director (1%), International Director (1.5%), and Premier Director (2.5%).

This bonus is given on a quarterly basis if you confirm qualification during this quarter. 
Total volume of your organization * qualification % (1%, 1.5% or 2.5%) / number of Associates who earned the 
same % = total bonus.  

SPECIAL BONUSES
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These bonuses are for those with the top qualifications, 
starting from Ambassador and higher. Those who reached 
these VIP APLGO qualifications can enjoy luxurious travel 
benefits around the world, jewelry, and exclusive symbols of 
merit: penthouses in the best cities of the world and millions 
in cash rewards!

LUXURY BONUSES

A m b a s s a d o r s
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a p l g o . u s # a p l g o

Through its compensation plan, APLGO provides great opportunities for you to reach 
financial freedom and personal growth. It's a stunning career ladder that will help you 
reach the highest results and become part of the immediate circle of the APLGO 
founder and president! 

Make your dreams come true! That is the only way to live a full and rewarding life! 
Work hard to earn as much as you need! Travel the world with the company, drive your 
dream car, and let yourself have all you want—right now! Welcome to the family! 
Success is waiting for you!  
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INCOME DISCLOSURE
APLGO US Compensation Plan and we’re confident it will provide you a solid foundation to help you achieve

your financial goals. If income projections were presented to you prior to your enrollment, such projections are
not necessarily representative of the income, if any, that you can or will earn through your participation in the

APLGO US Compensation Plan.

 

hard work, dedication, and exceptional leadership. 

These income projections should not be considered as guarantees or projections of your actual earnings
or profits. Plain and simple - success with APLGO US is hard work, dedication, and exceptional leaderships out of.


